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Solution at a Glance

Founded in 2007, AdOptim benefits of a Digital Advertising experience on Desktop and Mobile of more than 
a decade. With our Contextual & RON CPV Programmatic Ad Network and our Video Ad solutions, we connect 
Advertisers who wants to reach worldwide targeted online and mobile audiences. 

For Publishers that deliver highly converting, quality traffic we supply fast increase of their revenues and CPMs 
through our large range of campaigns brands and advertisers

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references
AdOptim brings value, innovation and growth to your business, in order to reach your goals, to display your ads and 
to drive visitors to your website. 

A range of Marketing and Advertising professionals have been working on new media technology to provide you 
with online e-marketing expertise

Company References & Strategic Partners 
Company references: E commerce companies, ad networks

Main partners: Ebay

www.adoptim.com 

Ad Exchange – marketplace and real time advertising

http://www.adoptim.com/
http://www.adoptim.com
https://youtu.be/KawcajJGX-w
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Solution at a Glance
Clinch provides dynamic and customized video creative at scale, across all platforms and channels. 

Clinch is the only Full Marketing Funnel solution to drive awareness, sales and loyalty while reducing creative costs, 
production time and executing unlimited ad variations of hyper-targeted video and display creative and messages. 

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references
While display creative dynamic allows personalization in static ads, brands and agencies have struggled to 
produce personalized advertising at scale for video. 

Most similar services to Clinch require brands to commit to an end-to-end service (Media Buy + Creative) - Clinch 
works seamlessly with the clients’ media agency across all DSPs and exchanges or SSPs –allowing them to focus 
on targeting right users at the right time, while Clinch focuses showing users the right personalized message! 
optimizing the creative during the campaign for both video and display.

Company References & Strategic Partners 
Company references: Despeger.com (Travel), eToro (Finance), Singtel (Telco), Interjet (Airline), AT&T, Walmart.
Main partners: Digital Focus, Exiber, Flock by Isobar (Dentsu Aegis).

Dynamic video creative at scale to drive branding, sales, and loyalty.

www.clinch.co

https://youtu.be/KawcajJGX-w
http://www.clinch.co/
http://www.clinch.co
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Solution at a Glance
Engageya is the world’s largest native advertising platform for emerging markets. We serve over 40 billion monthly 
impressions across more than 5000 websites. Publishers get access to our free and customizable widget that is 
naturally integrated with the page layout and content. The widget automatically suggests content based on page 
context and user preference and drives new readers to other relevant content pages.

Who benefits from Engageya ?
Thousands of publishers of all sizes entrust Engageya with the effective distribution of their content to millions of 
related pages at thousands of content partners across the world.
Our fast set up and zero maintenance widget makes it easy for publishers to introduce more relevant content to 
new and existing readers. The result is a substantial uplift in all website and user-engagement metrics and a new 
substantial revenue channel to effectively monetize content assets.

Publishers can also use Engageya’s native adverting platform to self-manage their entire native ad inventory with 
full control over pricing, rotation and placement of ad units.
New Markets x New Opportunities = New2 Revenue.

Advertisers benefit from access to new local markets and new revenue opportunities by extending their brand 
reach to a wider receptive audience.We provide Media Networks with a private label version of our native 
advertising platform, which enables them to extend their service offering with native ad units. This provides a 
higher cross network utilization of content assets through improved traffic circulation and creates an additional 
monetization channel with new traffic source opportunities.

Global and local. That’s our mantra.
In order to know your markets you have to breathe and smell the local air. That and the great local food have 
convinced us to open office locations in several of our key markets. More are on the way as we try hard not be 
influenced by our taste buds.
Apart from knowing where to find the best local eateries we’re also very good at helping our global client base 
increase their local reach.

 Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 
Only true SAAS Content and Native Adv platform solution, designed for Publishers and networks to manage their 
traffic supply and camp demand. The platform business model is based on new revenue, so no extra cost involved. 
The partner keeps the major part of the generated rev and the rest will be used to fund the platform activity

Company References & Strategic Partners 

Main partners: leading Publishers and Media Houses across Turkey, Russia, Greece, Arab geos, Portugal and more. 
Such as… Turkey – Ciner, Dogus, Haber7. Greece – DPG, Attica Media. PT – Cofina, Global Media. Russia – 7days, 
Cosmopolitan, Rambler. 

Investors: leading angels and VC in the Israeli/NYC Israeli high-tech scene. Among them Gigi Levy, Tal Barnoach, and 
VCs such as Disruptive 2B Angels and more

www.engageya.com

The world’s largest content and native advertising platform for emerging markets

http://beamr.com/media
http://www.engageya.com
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www.firstimpression.io

Solution at a Glance

FirstImpression.io brings publishers more ad revenue while preserving UX. 

We analyze your website to find new revenue opportunities that complement your existing ad setup. We then 
recommend new ad products tailored to individual pages and editorial needs. 

We create and monetize the ones you pick with no dev work. No ad tags or coding for real! Contact info@
firstimpression.io for a site analysis.

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 

1. Additional revenue - We bring publishers an additional revenue stream while preserving their UX. This is done 
without affecting their existing monetization solutions.  

2. New ad inventory - We create and monetize new, hyper tailored ad products to complement individual page 
layout, devices, screen resolution and user behavior. We don’t plug into a publisher’s existing ad placements. 

3. No tech work - We integrate with a publisher website one time. This takes a few minutes and after that we can 
create and monetize any type of new ad product via our platform.  No ad tags or coding for real.  It’s super easy. 

4. 25 ad products - We have the largest range of display, video and native ad products of any company. Plus, we can 
create other types of ad product upon request. If you can dream it, we can build it!

5. Customization - We accommodate to any editorial requirement, such as page length, distance from other 
products, user segments, website sections, etc. This way we can complement a publisher’s existing ad setup and 
carefully preserve user experience.

6. Monetization - We maximize the ad revenue generated from individual impressions based on real market 
conditions. Our platform automatically A/B tests floor prices for every ad product, demand partner, device and 
various user parameters. It learns what to charge for each segment of traffic.  

7. Commitment to service - Each publisher has a dedicated revenue optimization manager who monitors and 
optimizes the performance of the ad products and makes ongoing recommendations to achieve better results

FirstImpression.io creates hyper tailored ad products to boost ad revenue.

http://www.firstimpression.io
https://firstimpression.io
http://www.comigo.com/category/videos/
info@firstimpression.io
info@firstimpression.io
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www.focuus.com

Solution at a Glance

Launched in 2016, FOCUUS is a fast-growing company in the Performance Marketing & Analytics sphere.  
Elevated by the innovative and robust platform, FOCUUS equips each user with the essential toolbox to tackle the 
complex data chaos and focus only on the critical analysis that matters to them and their companies - no matter 
the magnitude.  
FOCUUS' solutions all provide an intuitive user interface that creates - with ease -  clear, automated marketing 
insights. 

What sets FOCUUS apart is the ability to lead any user to success. It's really that easy. FOCUUS conclusively executes 
the idea: be productive, not busy. 

With its Headquarters in Tel Aviv, FOCUUS operates an additional office in the “Big Apple” - NYC.

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 

FOCUUS stands apart from all other performance marketing and analytics’ SAAS platforms by ACTIVELY analyzing 
your data.

Unlike other players, we don’t wait for our clients to ask the right questions in order to understand their data. 
FOCUUS provides the answers proactively, equating to ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS for each campaign.

Through FOCUUS’ innovative technology, enjoy the luxury of unlimited marketing campaign events and parameters; 
we don’t place barriers on your marketing strategies but rather help you surpass them. 

Enjoy intuitive results with only a few clicks of a button. Our solution includes : optimization insights, smart links, 
flexible reporting, postbacks on multiple events, entire user-behavior cycle, publisher and advertiser login, anti-
fraud measures and much more !

Have a question? FOCUUS’ premium support is there for you every step of the way. Trust us – you’ve never 
experienced this level of service before. We guarantee it.

Skip the complex marketing data chaos and FOCUUS only on the critical analysis 
that matters to you and your company. 

http://www.focuus.com/
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www.lookat.io

Solution at a Glance

LookAt is an Enterprise Saas providing state-of-the-art collaboration solutions for organizational content.

LookAt simplifies the internal and external creation workflow for creative teams and managers. A collaborative 

cloud where anyone, anywhere can share ideas, notes, thoughts and review the most complex work in progress, in 

a simple seamless way.

Our robust, edgy technology solution brings many features never seen before in the market with one task in mind 

moving projects in a speed of light, high professionalism and superb quality that the market has to offer.

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 

LookAt is the ONLY Review & Approvals solution that supports all media file formats including - Video, VR/360 

Videos and Live HTML content.

Company References & Strategic Partners 

Company references: Mccann WW, Wix.com, Adobe, Red Bull Media House, Happy Finish

Main partners: Adobe, Box

The ultimate platform for content review & approval process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HW9_QJiNl4
www.lookat.io
http://www.jinni.com/targeted-ads%20%0D
http://www.lookat.io
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www.showbox.com 

Solution at a Glance
Showbox.com is a cloud-based video creation platform that enables Brands, Online Marketplaces and Websites to 
provide their communities with fully controlled, easy-to-use, video creation tools, ensuring high quality results.

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references
Showbox’s solution is browser- based, intuitive, and easy-to-use, allowing any user to create a professional level 
video in a matter of minutes - from their phone, tablet or computer.

For Brands- Showbox unleashes the full potential of UGC and organic exposure by ensuring brands can protect 
their integrity and maintain their image.

For Platforms- Showbox’ robust API enables any Internet Platform to embed it into its creation process in order 
to offer its user base a an all-in-one video creation solution, without leaving the platform, in a seamless creation 
process.  

Company References & Strategic Partners 

Main partners:  Wix, UN, Aussie (P&G), BBTV, FullScreen, StyleHaul, Tribune Media
Investors:  Charles Petruccelli, the former president of American Express Global Business Travel; Brad Wechsler, 
chairman of IMAX; Wix co-founder and chief technology officer Giora Kaplan; TPG Capital senior partner Karl 
Peterson and others. 

Become A Video Powerhouse 

http://www.showbox.com
http://www.join.tech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1QnnRn47r0  
http://showbox.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiX
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Solution at a Glance

Social-Internet provides; technology-enabled services helping enterprises handle their Influencer Relationship 
Management (IRM) using its proprietary enterprise SaaS called: Au.thor.i.ty® IRM

Au.thor.i.ty® IRM utilizes and monetizes various influencer marketing areas through various audience touch points 
such as your website or App, your off-line shops, product packaging, invoices, employees and other stakeholders.  

Au.thor.i.ty® IRM is based on proprietary algorithms and anti-fraud technologies assuring; accountability, 
credibility and quality of social endorsement.

For more information come meet our passionate staff at our booth

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 

Influencer marketing is a complex environment. It will take close to 10 different sign ups to product vnd0 

Company References & Strategic Partners 

Company references: Vodafone, Unilever, P&G, Nestle, Microsoft, Lenovo, Intel, Turkish Airlines, Volkswagen, 
Saamsung, UNICEF, Unicredito, AXA, SONY, Fiat and 60+ others

Main partners: Oath (Previously AOL)

Investors: Self-Funded

www.social-internet.co

SOCIAL-INTERNET is SaaS technology-enabled services helping enterprises handle 
their Influencer Relationship Management (IRM) for both B2B and B2C influencer 
marketing endeavors.

http://www.social-internet.co/
http://www.social-internet.co/
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www.vudha.com

Solution at a Glance

Leading Video and XML Ad Network With a direct publisher reach and innovative distribution solution (Open RTB 
capabilities) with high targeting enabled. We make sure that your brand is out there to the right audience.  

With a smart yield optimization system and connections to all the main RTB’s platform, Vudha has been able to be 
one of the leading Video and XML platforms. 

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 

With years of experience in the ad tech world, leading technology, Open RTB capabilities and direct publisher reach, 
we make sure that our partners get the best traffic from first hand. 

Video and XML Ad Network 

www.vudha.com
http://moburst.com/
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Solution at a Glance

Wochit is a video creation platform empowering newsrooms, editorial teams and social media editors to capture 
and expand audience attention through the power of video.  Wochit incorporates real-time media library, intuitive 
video editor, and built-in social optimization, making video creation accessible for all businesses to produce and 
share at scale across all digital platforms.

Unique Differentiators/Competitor references 
Wochit video creation platform allows publishers to tell their stories, at scale, without breaking the bank. Wochit 
includes a rights-cleared media library and simple, yet powerful editor that enable any writer, editor or social media 
manager to create effective on-brand videos.

Unlike other video editors that require extensive labor by highly-qualified professionals to produce short-form 
videos, with Wochit videos can be produced in minutes – already optimized to digital and social networks.  

Our technology takes care of video creation’s heavy lifting, freeing content creators to focus on expressing their 
brand’s unique style and voice. 

Company References & Strategic Partners 
Gannett, Der Spiegel, ProSieben, Bauer, Time Inc., CBS, The Huffington Post, The Week, and La Repubblica.

Investors:  Redpoint Ventures, Marker LLC, Cedar Fund, Greycroft Partners, Singapore Press Holdings, ProSieben, 
and Press Association

www.wochit.com 

Wochit, the video creation platform 450+ media brands rely on

http://videos.kaltura.com/media/Kaltura+MediaGo/1_q7jt69oc
http://www.wochit.com
http://www.viisights.com
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The Israel Export and International Cooperation

The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing business 
with Israeli companies. 

Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and 
product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a 
century. 

Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. 

With expertise in Israel's leading Industries, IEICI will provide the information you need to connect, 
negotiate and do business.

Foreign Trade Administration

Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy, is responsible for managing

And directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel. 

The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 40 economic missions in countries all over the world, 
each with a team dedicated to fostering trade and investment between local companies and Israeli 
companies.

http://economy.gov.il
http://www.export.gov.il
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